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Abstract 
In the production of rare earth metals by molten sa1t electrolysis. there is the dissolution 
problem of cathodic deposited metal in an electrolyte such as metal fog. These behaviors 
are considered to lower cathodic current efficiency in molten sa1t electrolysis. In order to 
c1arify this problem. saturated solubilities of metallic lanthanum. praseodymium. neodymium 
and ytterbium in LiF -REF 3 (RE : La. Pr. Nd. Yb) binary mo1ten sa1ts have been examined in 
grahite crucible at the temperature range of 1213 K to 1323K. and reaction compounds after 
dissolution have been also identified by X -ray diffraction method. Dissolution reactions of 
lanthanum. praseodymium. neodymium and ytterbium in rare earth fluoride melts containing 
lithium fluoride could be c1assified by following three forms. Saturated solubilty of metal 
such as diqsoution of lanthanum decreased with an increase in rare earth fluoride 
concentration in melts. Saturat巴dsolubilities of metals such as dissolutions of praseodymium 
and neodymium were not d巴pendent on rare earth fluoride concentration in melts. 
Futhermore. saturated solubi1ty of metaJ such as dissoution of ytterbium incr聞記dwith an 
increase in rare earth fluoride concentration in meJts. These dissoJution behaviors can be 
considered to be caused by th巴 differencesof dissoJution reactions in melts. Metallic 
Janthanum predominantly reacts with LiF in binary melt by the displacement reaction to form 
both compound of LaF 2 and LaF 3. Metallic praseodymium and neodymium respectively form 
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PrF3 and NdF， compounds by the displacement reaction with LiF in melt at the initial stage 
of dissolution， and also react with PrF3 and NdF3 itself in binary melt by the 
disproportionation reaction to form PrF， and NdF， compounds， respectively， On the other 
hand， M巴talicytterbium reacts with LiYbF， complex coumpound in melt at the initial stage 
of dissolution to YbF， compound， and also dissolves in melt by the displacement reaction with 
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リー紙で表面の酸化物を除去し，再度アセトン洗浄したものを使用した。これらの混合塩および
















Fig.1 Graphit巴 cruciblecontainig 
sample and salt. 
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Fig.2 Shematic diagram of the 
experimental apparatus us巴d
2. 3 実験手順
















3. 1 LiF-REF3 (RE : La， Pr， Nd， Yb) 2成分系溶融塩のX線回折
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X -ray diffraction patterns of LiF -REF3 binary 
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Dissolution curves of rare earth metals 
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組成依存性






















金属は添加せずに混合塩のみを溶解した場合のX線回折図形において， La， Pr， Ndの場合には
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X -ray diffraction patterns of 
LiF -Prれ binaryme1t after 
metaJlic praseodymium dissolution. 




X -ray diffraction patterns of 
LiF -LaF 3 binary me1t after 
metaJlic lanthanum dissolution. 
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X -ray diffraction patterns of 
LiF -YbF3 binary melt after metallic 
ytterbium dissolution. (Cu -K.) 





X -ray diffraction patterns of 
LiF -NdF3 binary melt after 
metaJlic neodymium dissolution. 
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るa成分のモル分率およびNbは共品点における b成分のモル分率である。 LiF-REF3(RE: La， 











びNdの場合では REF2 (RE : La， Pr， 










Molten salt lonic species Compound 
LiF-LaF， melt Li¥La" LiF F LaF， 
LiF-PrF， melt Li， Pr" LiF F PrF， 
LiF-NdF， melt Li¥Nd'・ LiF F NdF， 
LiF-YbF， melt Li LiF F， YbF， LiYbF， 
Table 1 lonic species in initial molten salt by 
X -ray diffraction analysis. 
Molten salt lonic species Compound 
LiF-LaF， melt La'¥La" LaF， ，LaF， F 
LiF-PrF， melt 
Prわ， Pr'φ PrF， ，PrF， F 
LiF-NdF官 melt Nd'¥Nd" NdF， ，NdF， F 
LiF-YbF， melt Li¥Yb'¥Yb" LiF ，LiYbF， F-， YbF， YbF， ， YbF， 
T able 2 lonic species in molten salt after the 
dissolution of metal by X -ray 
diffraction analysis. 
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La(l)t 2LiF(1)= LaF2(l)t 2Li(1) (1) 
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Pr(!)+ 3LiF(!) = PrF3(!)+ 3Li(!) 
LiF-PrF. 
990・'C-30h 1'， +l..iF-r，F.+3Li rr+tp，F.-Y，FI 
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Composition dependence of saturated 
content of metallic lanthanum in 










PrF，. concen τfS't ion I mol9-‘ 
Composition dep巴ndenceof saturat巴d
content of metallic praseodymium in 
LiF -PrF3 binary melt. 
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さらにLiF-NdF32成分系溶融塩中における金属Ndの溶解反応を飽和溶解量から検討した。本
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O. 6 LiF-NdF. 
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0.1 O. ， 
Composition dependence of saturated 
content of metallic ytterbium in 
LiF -YbF 3 binary melt. 
Fig.13 
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NdF" concentra"tion /molSJ-6 
Composition dep巴ndenceof saturated 
content of metallic neodymium in 
LiF -NdF3 binary melt. 
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C 'd= 1.4 x 10' • XLif+O. 31 (T=1323 K) 















Composition dependence of saturated 
content of rare earth metals in 
LiF -REF3 binary melt. 
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